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Description : My Home Design Modern City – a classic puzzle game that combines elements of the simulation design rooms. Along with characters Chloe and Liam, the user will develop the interiors of bedrooms, living rooms, kitchens, bathrooms and other rooms. To receive the necessary money, the player must pass stages three in a row. Clients include families with children, employers, students.
Depending on this, you have to choose the right design, furniture and items for a particular customer, you were pleased and accepted the job. Features : * Design, renovation, remodeling of kitchens, living rooms, bedrooms and much more in The Modern City! * Exciting and addicting Match 3 Jigsaw Puzzle! Play puzzles to collect coins and use them to create your perfect home design! * Enjoy fun and fun
conversations between interior designers and customers! * Express yourself and develop your interior design skills! Let yourself be inspired by your own renewal! * Play free and offline! Puzzle jigsaw puzzle my home design - Modern City - an atmospheric match 3 puzzle game that unfolds on the design art ladder and interior features. The game is completely dedicated to renovation – you have to stick
wallpaper, arrange furniture, choose cupboards and floor lamps. And every time the design will be the result of completed puzzles! Events at My Home Design - Modern City are developed at the scale of an argument, divided into primary and secondary objectives. But, despite individual competitions, the leaderboard is still provided - the results of completed tasks, points scored and overall status are
shown there. And, therefore, you will have to try twice as hard! Everyone has a home to go back to, rest, and to build the things they like the most. If you live in a modern city, where people lead a very fast life, dynamism is valued; How would you design your home? My Home Design - Modern City will give players the most satisfactory answer. It also fits that purpose by creating your background in New
York City. You will get an overview of the agility of New Yorkers as well as how they work and build houses. Accompanying Star interior designer Chloe Williams and her business partner Chloe Williams During their work trip, the players will be joined by New York City's most famous interior designers. Supported by 2 experts Chloe Williams and Chloe Williams, players will have the best experience for this
game. By participating in the My Home Design – Modern City trip, these experts will guide you from the first step to the last. However, these instructions are simply suggestions. You can do everything you want to produce a product with and comply with customer requirements. Truly My Home Design - Modern City art designed by famous game team artists. If you realize, CookApps has a long history of
posting home design games like this. This is just small part of modern human life in big cities. Because the theme is predetermined, everything in this game will give players the feeling that they are really in the modern city. The life you build for the people of this city must be comfortable and modern. The equipment that can be used to decorate the house must always have its robustness and ease of use.
There are these furniture designs that are also based on the latest designs that people use in real life. The color of the game also has a minimalist element to provide comfort, comfort and dynamism. It usually depends on the player's art style. But almost everything in this game gives that kind of feeling. Simple and classic gameplay, family mechanics Match-3 For home design and life simulation games like
this, manufacturers often don't include too complicated mechanics. In this game, players will be involved in challenges in the form of match-3. This means that two interior design experts will bring you attractive deals. They will be displayed in the form of tasks given periodically in the notification box. These tasks are quite varied and varied. You want to finish any of them first because they all bring rewards to
the player. When you accept the challenge, it will take you to a board of different symbols so you can organize them and collect the necessary items. If you've ever played Candy Crush, it definitely won't feel weird with this match-3 mechanism. However, the rules will have customizations that match the game theme. You have to participate in the game to feel its uniqueness. You are ready to download My
Home Design - Modern City for free. Here are some notes: Please see our installation guide. To check the CPU and GPU of your Android device, use the CPU-Z FOLLOW US My Home Design - Modern City app - an exciting and very nice puzzle game in which players will join some professionals. She develops the design, makes repairs. Well, the players will help both. There is a lot of work and there is a
lot of work to be done so that customers and customers are more than satisfied with the result. The mechanics three in a row and the other facets of the combination of the same elements, the wide variety of furniture, interior touches, decorative elements and much more, freedom of choice and other factors will not leave any fan of the indifferent type. MOD TYPE: MoneySupported Android {4.0 and
UP}Android-compatible version:- Jelly Bean(4.1–4.3.1)- KitKat (4.4–4.4.4)- Lollipop (5.0–5.0.2) - Marshmallow (6.0 - 6.0.1) - Nougat (7.0 – 7.1.1) - Oreo (8.0-8.1) - Pie (9.0) Developer:CookApps Android:4.4+ Gender:MOD Size:56.1 Mb Updated:19.12.2 Current version: 4.3.2 0 4.3 Download my home design - Modern City MOD Unlimited Stones/Coins – The amazing and beautiful New York City has long
conquered everyone with its rich stellar and you are no exception, you have bothered to have the opportunity to go to this beautiful city to meet your idols, i.a. star designer Chloe Williams and her Together with the protagonists, you can make many young families happy and only good people thanks to your experience in designing the house. Design houses, villas and summer cottages of different styles,
listening to each client and attending to their desires, doing their best to make them all happy with incredible design projects that you will create yourself. In order to start repairing and decorating your future home, go through match 3 puzzles and discover new possibilities and ideas for your customers' home. By playing the puzzle, you can open up new levels, and with them new difficulties, use various
amplifiers to easily complete the level and immediately start designing the house. Latest news, games, programs. Here you can download full versions of any game and programs on your android device, as well as MOD games, completely free and without registration. They are all absolutely safe as they have been checked for viruses and performance. Do not forget to value us, as it will help us to know
better what your preferences are. My Home Design – Modern City (MOD, Unlimited Money) – Essay yourself as a true designer, build your career on a site with real masters. Create true masterpieces of modern art from empty non-residential premises. With each new level, the difficulty will increase, but at any time you can go back and train at beginner levels. Looking for a new home design? Let talented
interior designer Chloe Williams suggest some room designs. After downloading the My Home Design version – Modern City MOD APK with an enormous amount of money, you will be free to pay for your design work. OverviewEditorCookAppsCategoryPuzzleVersion4.3.0Size55MMOD FeaturesUnlimited MoneyGet it onGoogle PlayRatingIntroducing My Home Design – Modern CityMy Home Design –
Modern City is an interior design game for those passionate about design. Launched and developed by a Korean application development team called CookApps. This is a game that combines two elements: design and a puzzle game. The player has to do is design his own apartment through some suggestions. However, during the construction process, financial shortages forced players to earn additional
income to pay. GameplayDesigner Chloe and construction worker Liam are the ones who showed up to receive this project. Enter Will and Bella's house full of smell and mold. The first job the builder has to do is clean this messy room. Players will be given 1000 gold for initialization. However, during the construction process, Will and Bella ran into a problem that was budget shortfall. This young couple has
done their best to earn money for design. By playing the classic puzzle game, he and his wife have earned a decent sum of money. Enough to remodel the room they just rented. Design a modern room with My Home DesignThe designer Chloe always offers them some design suggestions. The choice is for you. Based on the tastes of player, please give Will and his wife a great design. There are three
rooms for players to create and design. The first is the living room, choosing a new and youthful design. Choose a sofa with polite grey tones. A modern-style tea table. Along with this standing mat with brocaded motifs ... There are some new designs for the house waiting for your hands on. Next to the kitchen. Players must choose the most advanced and modern items for the kitchen. A large fridge and an
oven. Also, don't forget to add a cup holder. To make the kitchen cozier, you need a gas stove with a luxurious design. After completing the installation process, you will be rewarded with a large sum of money. The last is the bedroom. Choose a cozy design for the room. The main color is yellow with dark devices. A cozy room will be created with a dark curtain, preventing light from entering the room.
Luxury graphic designGraphics of game My Home Design – Modern City is designed in beautiful 3D. Recreate in detail a room with all the comforts. This modern apartment is located in New York City. If you are a designer, then you will love this game well the first steps. Suggested items will accidentally make you a true designer. My Home Design – Modern City APK MOD Version To bring a better
experience for players. We have created the APK MOD version of unlimited money. Allow players to freely use money without worrying about having to work to earn more income. You'll quickly complete your home. MOD featureUnlimited Money: Players will be able to use money without being deducted after use. Help construction faster than expected. ConcludesPerhaps My Home Design - Modern City
MOD APK for young people who love creativity. With an extremely modern design, this will certainly be a game that attracts a lot of audiences. The game is currently being released for free in the Google Play app store. However, the APK MOD version (Unlimited Money) will only be available in the Modder.me app store. Select a link and click the Download button to be able to experience the game as soon
as possible. Install My Home Design – Modern City MOD APK for Android SettingsOpen from your device, go to Security/Privacy &amp;&amp; Enable Unknown Sources.Download the Home Design – Modern City APK MOD file under the article. Install it on your device. (Allow from this source if prompted) Open and enjoy the game. Download My Home Design - Modern City MOD APK Version: 4.9.0 Mod
Unlimited Star, Money
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